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Subject
Topic

Age of students

Information Technology
Digital citizenship:Creative Commons licenses,
Beginners Programming with Scratch:Uploading images, using "Looks"
commands, looping
10-12

Preparation time

30 minutes to go through the lessons material

Teaching time

3 teaching hours

Online teaching
material











Offline teaching
material
Europeana resources
used

Licenses

Attribution CC BY.

Creative Commons explanation video
"The respect factor " Presentation on Creative Commons
Scratch help cards (if needed)
Images to use in mindmapping activity
Kahoot quiz on Creative Commons
Online book SHARED CREATIONS: MAKING USE OF CREATIVE
COMMONS (if needed)
Online presentation: Forms of art and a surprise!
"Express Your Self" padlet
Scratch..ing art activity
o Students' directions online
o Half finished Scratch project

Projector
Europeana free to use art images

Integration into the curriculum

Information technology curriculum for primary education:


Beginners programming



Digital citizenship topics: Copyrights and Creative Commons



Production of digital material (mindmaps, scratch project)



Using web resources

Aim of the lesson

This lessons binds technology and art, aiming at the understanding of digital copyrights of
artwork and the importance of sharing art online, while respecting the creator. Secondarily,
students practice acquired knowledge on Creative Commons, by using properly licensed
artwork from Europeana to create an "artistic" (or interaRtive) Scratch Project.

Trends

Collaborative and Project Based Learning: students learn by developing a project in groups
Cloud Based Learning: data, tools, software is all online and can be reached and modified from
different devices.
Learning materials are web resources and open source books.
Visual Search & Learning accomplished with the use of images and multimedia

21st century skills

Civic literacy: Learn to acknowledge copyrights in artwork
Creativity and innovation: Create nontraditional art work and broaden the connection between
art and technology
Critical thinking: Analyze and evaluate major alternative points of view (Is programming an
art?)
Communication and Collaboration: work in groups
Information Literacy: Access, evaluate, use and manage information that fit the project's needs
and the CC rules that have been taught.
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Media literacy: Create media products through programming and apply technology effectively
with a fundamental understanding of the ethical/legal issues surrounding the access and use of
information technologies

Activities
Name of Activity

Procedure

Time

Europeana
presentation

The teacher presents Europeana
 What is Europeana?
 How do I search its contents?
 Focus on the Can I use it? feature.

10min

What are
"Creative
Commons"?

Show the creative commons explanation video . Discuss.

10 min

The "respect"
factor

Sum up Creative Commons in this small presentation

5min

Mindmap-it to
remember it!

Assign to students to Create a mind map using the images
given, to achieve basic Creative Commons understanding. The
proposed tool is MindMup but any mind mapping tool that the
students know how to use can be implemented.

10 min

Kahoot it! To
prove you've
learned it

Kahoot quiz on Creative Commons for evaluation and.. fun

5 min

Forms of Art...
and a surprise

A small presentation that starts by explaining what is art and
states the most popular forms of art. It ends up to a surprise ,
though! Can computer programming be thought of as a form of
art?
Students go to the "Express yourself" padlet and "like" one of
the two opinions (Programming is an art or Programming is not
an art) They also have to leave a small comment to support
their opinion . There is no right or wrong answer.
The padlet is discussed.

5min

The "Express
yourself" padlet

10min
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Scratch..ing art

Group students (minimum groups of two). Students go to
Students' directions online and open directives to start their
project.
Students must have a basic knowledge of the Scratch
environment and commands. They must also be able to upload
a picture in a scratch sprite. The scratch cards can be printed to
help students.
Following the described directives, students start by putting
together the existing commands in the pre-made programming
project and check the result. Then they have to search
Europeana free to use art images, choose pictures, upload them
in their scratch project and create small, "artistic" scratch
projects that respect the original creator of the artwork used

30min

Welcome to the
creator's shoes

The students present their creations in class.
Address the key issues: How much time did you spent creating?
How would you feel if someone used your creation to present
as his/her own? What CC license would you choose for your
work?

Depends
on the
number
of
students

Assessment

Assessment methods


mind mapping activity



kahoot quiz



final scratch project evaluation

******************************* AFTER IMPLEMENTATION ********************************

Student feedback

Students where very excited to answer the short kahoot quiz, and enthusiastic to express their
opinion on the padlet and present their scratch projects in class.

Teacher’s remarks

A theoretical issue, as this of sharing and using online material, was approached in an exciting
way with the proposed activities. The "Express youself padlet" proved to be very controversial,
but helped to achieve a very "warm" learning environment.
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Europeana was used as a trigger point to reach the subject of copyrights in art and as a rich
source of artwork for the scratch project. Students were excited to search Europeana and often
"dag" into it to explore other parts of the collection (like music and geography), giving ideas for
next lessons.
The final scratch projects can be uploaded in the schools site to create a "Let's InteraRt with
respect" gallery, choosing a CC license for the students' work.
For more information about creative commons and copyright, students can be urged to study
the, very interesting, online book SHARED CREATIONS: MAKING USE OF CREATIVE COMMONS
by Emily Puckett Rodgers and Kristin Fontichiaro.
About the Europeana DSI-4 project
Europeana is Europe’s digital platform for cultural heritage, providing free online access to over 53 million digitised items drawn
from Europe’s museums, archives, libraries and galleries. The Europeana DSI-4 project continues the work of the previous three
Europeana Digital Service Infrastructures (DSIs). It is the fourth iteration with a proven record of accomplishment in creating
access, interoperability, visibility and use of European cultural heritage in the five target markets outlined: European Citizens,
Education, Research, Creative Industries and Cultural Heritage Institutions.
European Schoolnet (EUN) is the network of 34 European Ministries of Education, based in Brussels. As a not-for-profit
organisation, EUN aims to bring innovation in teaching and learning to its key stakeholders: Ministries of Education, schools,
teachers, researchers, and industry partners. European Schoolnet’s task in the Europeana DSI-4 project is to continue and
expand the Europeana Education Community.
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